We show that perturbative unitarity for W
I. INTRODUCTION
The Standard Model (SM) of electroweak interactions is confirmed by all existing experimental data. However the model suffers from certain theoretical drawbacks. One of these is the hierarchy problem: namely, the SM can not consistently accommodate the weak energy scale O(1 TeV) and a much higher scale such as the Planck mass scale O (10 19 GeV). Therefore, it is commonly believed that the SM is only an effective theory emerging as the low-energy limit of some more fundamental high-scale theory that presumably could contain gravitational interactions.
Models that involve extra spatial dimensions could provide a solution to the hierarchy problem. One attractive proposal was formulated by Randall and Sundrum (RS) [1] . They postulate a 5D universe with two 4D surfaces ("3-branes"). All the SM particles and forces with the exception of gravity are assumed to be confined to one of those 3-branes called the visible or TeV brane. Gravity lives on the visible brane, on the second brane (the "hidden brane") and in the bulk. All mass scales in the 5D theory are of order of the Planck mass. By placing the SM fields on the visible brane, all the order Planck mass terms are rescaled by an exponential suppression factor (the "warp factor") Ω 0 ≡ e −m0b0/2 , which reduces them down to the weak scale O(1 TeV) on the visible brane without any severe fine tuning. To achieve the necessary suppression, one needs m 0 b 0 /2 ∼ 35. This is a great improvement compared to the original problem of accommodating both the weak and the Planck scale within a single theory. The RS model is defined by the 5-D action:
where the notation is self-explanatory, see also [2] for details. In order to obtain a consistent solution to Einstein's equations corresponding to a low-energy effective theory that is flat, the branes must have equal but opposite cosmological constants and these must be precisely related to the bulk cosmological constant; V hid = −V vis = 24M 
After an expansion around the background metric we obtain the gravity-matter interactions
where h n µν (x) are the Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes (with mass m n ) of the graviton field h µν (x, y), φ 0 (x) is the radion field (the quantum degree of freedom associated with fluctuations of the distance between the branes), Λ W ≃ √ 2m P l Ω 0 , where Ω 0 = e −m0b0/2 , and Λ φ = √ 3 Λ W . To solve the hierarchy problem, Λ W should be of order 1 − 10 TeV, or perhaps higher [1] . Note from Eq. (3) that the radion couples to matter with coupling strength 1/Λ φ . In addition to the radion, the model contains a conventional Higgs boson, h 0 . The RS model solves the hierarchy problem by virtue of the fact that the 4D electro-weak scale is given in terms of the O(m P l ) 5D Higgs vev, v, by: 
However, the RS model is trustworthy in its own right only if the 5D curvature m 0 is small compared to the 5D Planck mass, M P l 5 [1] . The reason is that for higher m 0 one can't trust the RS solution of Einstein's equations since then m 0 , a parameter of the solution, is greater than the scale up to which classical gravity can be trusted. The m 0 < M P l 5 requirement and the fundamental RS relation m 2 P l = 2M 3 P l 5 /m 0 imply that m 0 /m P l = 2 −1/2 (m 0 /M P l 5 ) 3/2 should be significantly smaller than 1. Roughly, it is believed that m 0 /m P l < ∼ 0.1 is required for internal consistency of the RS 5D model. String theory estimates are usually smaller, typically of order m 0 /m P l ∼ 0.01 [3] . At the same time, the effective 4D RS theory should be well behaved up to some maximum energy that can be estimated in a number of ways. One estimate of the maximum energy scale is that obtained using the 'naive dimensional analysis' (NDA) approach [4] , and the associated scale is denoted Λ NDA .
1 One finds
where Λ W was defined in Eq. (3); its inverse sets the strength of the coupling between matter and gravitons. We emphasize that Λ NDA is obtained when the exchange of the whole tower of KK modes up to Λ NDA is taken into account. 2 Physically, Λ NDA is the energy scale at which the theory starts to become strongly coupled and string/Mtheoretic excitations appear from a 4D observer's point of view [1] . Above Λ NDA , the RS effective theory is expected to start to break down and additional new physics must emerge. An interesting question is whether the model violates other theoretical constraints at this same scale, a lower scale, or if everything is completely consistent for energy scales below Λ NDA . In this paper, we show that unitarity in the
L scattering is always violated in the RS model for energies below the Λ NDA scale. We will define Λ as the largest √ s value such that if we sum over graviton resonances with mass below Λ (but do not include diagrams containing the Higgs boson or radion of the model) then W
L scattering remains unitary in the J = 0, 1, 2 partial waves. We find that Λ depends upon the curvature ratio, m 0 /m P l , in much the same manner as Λ NDA , but is always < Λ NDA . The latter implies that Λ is a more precise estimate of the energy scale at which the theory becomes strongly interacting.
The maximum energy scale determined from W
L scattering unitarity if a light Higgs boson is included is essentially the same as Λ (and is essentially independent of the radion mass assuming no Higgs radion mixing). However, the presence of a heavy Higgs boson can delay the onset of unitarity violation in W
to energies above Λ. As a result, the question arises as to whether we should continue to cutoff our KK sums at a maximum mass equal to the Λ obtained for the J = 0 partial wave before inclusion of Higgs and radion contributions. Alternative choices include using the Λ obtained using the J = 1 or J = 2 partial waves, for which Higgs and radion exchanges are less important; see later plots in Fig. 3 . One could also consider using the Λ determined by unitarity violation of the scattering amplitudes for transversely polarized vector bosons, where it is known [5] that the leading contribution (∝ s) originates purely from graviton exchange.
3 Each of these choices yields a somewhat different maximum √ s value (always modestly higher than the Λ obtained for J = 0 and KK exchanges only). We have opted to always cut off our sums over KK resonances for masses above the Λ obtained for J = 0 with KK exchanges only. This will provide a conservative estimate of the influence of KK resonance exchanges on unitarity limits.
As will be discussed later, observation of even one KK graviton and its width or hadron-collider cross section will determine both Λ W and m 0 /m P l , from which Λ can be determined. If the Higgs boson mass is also known, one can 1 The 4D condition for the cutoff Λ NDA (which corresponds to the scale at which the theory becomes strongly coupled) is
where N is the number of KK-gravitons lighter than Λ NDA (implying that they should be included in the low-energy effective theory). For the RS model the graviton mass spectrum for large n is mn ≃ m 0 πnΩ 0 , implying N ∼ Λ NDA /(m 0 πΩ 0 ) which leads to Eq. (5). 2 An equivalent expression for Λ NDA is Λ NDA = 2 5/3 πΩ 0 M P l 5 , as is consistent with redshifting the 5d cutoff M P l 5 to the TeV brane. 3 In other words, for graviton exchange, in contrast to gauge theories, amplitudes grow as s both for longitudinal and transverse polarization of the vector bosons involved. For fermions in either the initial or final state, amplitudes rise as then make a fairly precise determination of the √ s scale for which unitarity constraints are still obeyed for the given Λ W , m 0 /m P l and Higgs mass and how this scale relates to Λ.
In this paper, we will not consider the possible extension of the RS model obtained by including mixing between gravitational and electroweak degrees of freedom [2, 6] . These can substantially amplify the radion contribution to W W scattering (see [7] ). However in the absence of such mixing, the φ 0 and h 0 are mass eigenstates, 4 which we denote as φ and h. An important parameter is the quantity
where the g 's are defined [2] relative to SM Higgs coupling strength (e.g.
The h, the φ and the KK gravitons (generically denoted G) must all be considered in computing the high energy behavior of a process such as W
As usual, there is a cancellation between scalar (h and φ) exchanges and gauge boson exchanges that leads to an amplitude
5 unitarity constraints (in particular, |Rea 0 | ≤ 1/2 for the J = 0 partial wave) so long as m h < ∼ 870 GeV. However, each KK resonance with mass below √ s will give a contribution to
that grows with s, and, since the number of such KK resonances increases as the energy increases, their net effect does not decouple, and, in fact, becomes increasingly important as √ s increases. Thus, unitarity can easily be violated for rather modest energies. Unitarity in the context of the RS model has also been discussed in [10] and [11] .
The paper is organized as follows. Sec. II presents leading analytical results for the partial wave amplitudes in the context of the RS model. Sec. III discusses the parameters of the model, including graviton widths, and experimental limits on these parameters. Sec. IV is devoted to detailed numerical analysis. Sec. V discusses the means for using future experiments to determine the model parameters. A summary and some concluding remarks are given in Sec. VI.
II. VECTOR BOSON SCATTERING AND KK EXCHANGES
Let us begin by reviewing the limit on the Higgs-boson mass in the SM obtained by requiring that W
L scattering be unitary at high energy. The constraint arises when we consider the elastic scattering of longitudinally polarized W bosons. The amplitude can be decomposed into partial wave contributions: T (s, cos θ) = 16π J (2J + 1)a J (s)P J (cos θ), where a J (s) = Contributions that are divergent in the limit s → ∞ appear only for J = 0, 1 and 2. The A-terms vanish by virtue of gauge invariance, while, as is very well known, the B-term for J = 1 and 0 (B 2 = 0) arising from gauge interaction diagrams is canceled by Higgs-boson exchange diagrams. In the high-energy limit, the result is that a J asymptotes to an m h -dependent constant. Imposing the unitarity limit of |Re a J | < 1/2 implies the Lee-Quigg-Thacker bound [12] for the Higgs boson mass: m h < ∼ 870 GeV.
We will show that within the RS model W
L scattering violates unitarity in the J = 0 partial wave at an energy scale below Λ NDA when KK graviton exchanges are included. The various contributions to the amplitude are given in Table I . From the table, we see that in the SM, obtained by setting R 2 = 1, the gauge boson contributions and Higgs exchange contributions cancel at O(s 2 ) and O(s 1 ). Regarding G exchange contributions, we note that the apparent singularity in the cos θ integral of the leading O(s) t-channel G exchange is regularized by the graviton mass and width (neglected in the table).
It is worth noting that even though the graviton exchange amplitude has the same amplitude growth ∝ s as the SM vector boson and contact interactions, its angular dependence is different (J = 2 vs. J = 1); therefore, the graviton cannot act in place of the Higgs boson to restore correct high-energy unitary behavior for a 0 and a 1 . It is also noteworthy that the t-channel graviton contributions to the a J are quite substantial as a result of the (1−cos θ) −1 structure that is regulated by the graviton mass and width.
As is well known, the cancellation of the O(s 2 ) contributions in Table I between the contact term and s-and tchannel gauge-boson exchange diagrams is guaranteed by gauge invariance. Even more remarkable is the cancellation of the most divergent graviton exchange terms. Indeed, a naive power counting shows that the graviton exchange can yield terms at O(s 5 ), while the actual calculation shows that only the linear term ∝ s survives; all the terms with faster growth of O(s 5 , s 4 , s 3 , s 2 ) cancel. The mechanism behind the cancellation is as follows. In the high-energy region the massive graviton propagator grows with energy as
, where k is the momentum carried by the graviton, which will be of order √ s. The graviton couples to the energy-momentum tensor T µν , so the amplitude for a single graviton exchange is of the form T µν D µν,αβ T αβ . Since the energy-momentum tensor is conserved, k µ T µν = 0, terms in the numerator of the graviton propagator proportional to the momentum don't contribute. (Note that for this argument to apply, all the external particles must be on their mass shell.) This removes two potential powers of s in the amplitude. In order to understand the disappearance of two additional powers of s, let us calculate the energy-momentum tensor for the final state consisting of a pair of longitudinal W bosons. A direct calculation reveals the following form of the 4 × 4 tensor:
in the reference frame in which the off-shell graviton is at rest. The scattering angle is measured relative to the direction of motion of the replaces an s that originates from T µν . In short, when the two vertices are contracted with the propagator of the virtual graviton, four potential powers of s disappear leading to a single power of s. These arguments apply equally to s-and t-channel diagrams.
From the terms ∝ s and ∝ constant in the amplitude, one obtains the leading terms in the partial wave amplitudes that are ∝ s, ∝ ln s, and ∝ constant. We give below the leading terms deriving from a single KK graviton, the SM vector bosons and the φ − h exchanges (for the J = 2, 1 and 0 partial waves):
where
φ in the absence of Higgs-radion mixing. It is amusing to note that in the case of a 2 , the s-channel contribution is quite minor, contributing just
to Eq. (8) . Of course, one should sum over all relevant KK gravitons. We include all KK states with m n ≤ Λ, where, as stated earlier, Λ will be taken to be the largest energy or mass scale for which W
scattering remains unitarity in all partial waves before taking into account h and φ exchanges. It is important to note that in our calculations the full sum over all modes with m n ≤ Λ will be included even when considering √ s values above or below Λ . In our numerical results, we employ exact expressions for the h, φ and all KK contributions to a 0,1,2 . Nonetheless, some analytic understanding is useful. We focus on a 0 . Eq. (10) shows that the Higgs plus gauge boson contributions in the SM limit (obtained by taking R 2 = 1 and m 2 scal = m 2 h ) combine to give a negative constant value at large s. If we add the radion, but neglect the KK graviton exchanges, then the leading terms for a 0 are:
where [2, 10] 
in the absence of Higgs-radion mixing. The negative signs for f (s) and in front of m 2 scal imply some amplification of unitarity-violation in the ∼ TeV energy range as compared to that which is present in the SM for large m h values. However, given the 1/(32π) factor and the fact that we typically consider √ s values of order Λ NDA , Λ W , Λ φ or below, this residual unitarity-violating behavior is never a dominant effect when the Higgs-radion mixing [7] is neglected. Ultimately, at higher √ s values near Λ it is usually the purely KK graviton exchanges that dominate. From the asymptotic formula for a 0 , a KK graviton with mass significantly below √ s enters Re a 0 with a positive sign. The sum of all these contributions is very substantial if m 0 /m P l is small.
III. PARAMETERS OF THE MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL LIMITS
At this point, it is useful to specify more fully the characteristics of the KK graviton excitations. We start with the parameters of the RS model: Λ W ≃ √ 2m P l Ω 0 (and Λ φ = √ 3 Λ W ) and the curvature m 0 . In terms of these, one finds m n = m 0 x n Ω 0 , where m n is the mass of the n-th graviton KK mode and the x n are the zeroes of the Bessel function
A useful relation following from these equations is:
Given a value for Λ φ , if m 0 /m P l were known, then all the KK masses would be determined and, therefore, our predictions for a J would be unique. However, additional theoretical arguments are needed to set m 0 independently of b 0 (m 0 b 0 ≃ 70 is required to solve the hierarchy problem). As noted earlier, reliability of the RS model requires values for m 0 /m P l < 1, in which case the n = 1 KK graviton is always below the cutoff Λ. String theory estimates strongly suggest m 0 /m P l ≪ 1, typically < ∼ 0.01 [3] . When m 0 /m P l is small, Eq. (12) implies that one is summing over a very large number of KK excitations. As m 0 /m P l increases, the number summed over slowly decreases. We will address later the experimental constraints on Λ φ as a function of m 0 /m P l .
We also need the widths of the gravitons:
In the above, Σ counts the number of SM states to which n-th KK state can decay. For m n ≫ 2m Z , 2m t , Σ = 97/4 with a possible additional contribution of order 1/3 coming from decays to Higgs and radion states when accessible. Fig. 1 shows the graviton width for a number of cases. Note that it can be either very small (large Λ φ , small mass) or very large (small Λ φ , large mass). The graviton widths are implicitly dependent upon m 0 /m P l . Indeed, Eq. (13) can be combined with Eq. (12) to give
Thus a measurement of Γ n and m n will determine m 0 /m P l if n is known. Current Tevatron constraints combined with the simplest implementation of precision electroweak constraints assuming m h < ∼ 350 GeV jointly imply m 1 > ∼ 650 GeV for 0.01 ≤ m 0 /m P l ≤ 0.1 [13] , which converts via Eq. (12) to
For example, if Λ φ = 10 TeV, the first equation gives m 0 /m P l > ∼ 0.04. However, the precision electroweak constraints employed [14] to obtain the above limits assumed m h < 350 GeV. We will be particularly interested in cases where the Higgs mass is large. In the absence of Higgs-radion mixing, and neglecting KK gravitons, there are some results at high m h from [15] . There, it is noted that there is a large uncertainty in the precision electroweak calculations due to the non-renormalizable operators associated with physics at and above the RS model cutoff scale. They find that for large non-renormalizable operators a very heavy Higgs can be consistent with precision electroweak data even in the absence of Higgs-radion mixing and neglecting KK contributions. The result of having both a heavy Higgs boson and KK contributions along with large non-renormalizable operators is not known. Thus, we believe it is premature to use precision electroweak data to constrain the parameters of the model.
In this case, the most reliable available constraints are those from direct KK graviton production at the Tevatron. The most recent results of which we are aware are those given in [13] . These allow much lower values of m 1 as compared to the values quoted in the preceding paragraph, e.g. m 1 > 240 GeV at m 0 /m P l = 0.01 (corresponding to Λ φ > 15.5 TeV) rising to m 1 > 700 GeV at m 0 /m P l = 0.05 (Λ φ > 9 TeV) and m 1 > 865 GeV at m 0 /m P l = 0.1 (Λ φ > 5.58 TeV). As we shall see, it is unfortunate that no Tevatron limits have been given for m 0 /m P l < 0.01, a region that will turn out to be of particular interest for us, and for which there is some theoretical prejudice. We are not certain if there are additional experimental issues associated with detecting the very light KK resonances (assuming moderate Λ φ ) that would be present. We urge that the Tevatron analyses be extended into this region. Weaker bounds derive from considering the 4-fermion effective operators coming from exchange of massive KK resonances [3] . We are not certain how to extend these m 0 /m P l ≥ 0.01 results to cases where m 0 /m P l is very small and the lower lying KK gravitons are very light. However, naive extrapolation of the plots in Fig. 3 of [3] suggest that only fairly large Λ φ values, > ∼ 20 TeV, might not be excluded for very small m 0 /m P l .
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We will now discuss in detail the importance of the KK gravitons in determining unitarity constraints on the model. We begin by presenting in Fig. 2 the values of Re a 0,1,2 as functions of m 0 /m P l obtained by taking √ s = Λ NDA (implying that a different cutoff is employed for each value of m 0 /m P l ) and summing over all KK resonances with mass below Λ NDA . We see that W
L scattering violates unitarity if Λ NDA is employed as the cutoff. A more appropriate cutoff is determined numerically by requiring |Re a 0,1,2 | < 1/2 for √ s = Λ after summing over KK resonances with mass below Λ. In the left-hand plot of Fig. 3 , we display the ratio Λ/Λ NDA as a function of m 0 /m P l , where Λ is the largest
L scattering is unitary when computed including only the KK graviton exchanges. Results are shown for J = 0, 1, and 2. As a function of √ s, the J = 0 partial wave is always the first to violate unitarity and gives the lowest value of Λ. As discussed in the introduction, we adopt the conservative approach of defining Λ to be the J = 0 value. We will cut off our sums over KK exchanges when the KK mass reaches this J = 0 value. We see that the Λ so defined is typically a significant fraction of Λ NDA , but never as large as Λ NDA . Still, it is quite interesting that the unitarity consistency limit Λ tracks the 'naive' Λ NDA
FIG. 2:
We plot Re a0,1,2 as functions of m0/m P l as computed at √ s = ΛNDA and summing over all KK graviton resonances with mass below ΛNDA, but without including Higgs or radion exchanges.
FIG. 3:
In the left hand plot, we give Λ/ΛNDA as a function of m0/m P l , where Λ is the largest
scattering is unitary after including KK graviton exchanges with mass up to Λ, but before including Higgs and radion exchanges. Results are shown for the J = 0, 1 and 2 partial waves. With increasing √ s unitarity is always violated earliest in the J = 0 partial wave, implying that J = 0 yields the lowest Λ. The right hand plot shows the individual absolute values of Λ(J = 0) and ΛNDA for the case of Λ φ = 5 TeV; Λ/ΛNDA is independent of Λ φ estimate fairly well as m 0 /m P l changes over a wide range of values. (A very rough 'derivation' of this result appears in our brief Appendix on approximate derivations.) The right-hand plot of Fig. 3 shows the actual values of Λ and Λ NDA as functions of m 0 /m P l for the case of Λ φ = 5 TeV. Note that for larger m 0 /m P l they substantially exceed the input inverse coupling scale Λ φ , whereas for smaller m 0 /m P l they are both substantially below Λ φ . In other words, using either Λ or Λ NDA , one concludes that Λ φ , and equally Λ W , are themselves not appropriate estimators for the maximum scale of validity of the model.
It is worth noticing that the results obtained here can also be understood in terms of the strategy developed in [16] , where the discrete summation over KK gravitons is replaced by an integration over a continuous mass distribution when m 0 /m P l ≪ 1. In that limit, our results for the (relatively unimportant) s-channel contributions can be reproduced adopting the method of [16] . However, it should be emphasized that for moderate values of m 0 /m P l the discrete summation employed here is a more accurate procedure. 
Let us now examine how the presence of a heavy Higgs boson affects
L unitarity, both before and after inclusion of the exchanges of KK gravitons with mass below Λ (where Λ is the J = 0 cutoff shown in Fig.3 ). In the left-hand plot of Fig. 4 we give Re a 0 as a function of √ s for the case of Λ φ = 5 TeV for two different m h values and with and without radion and/or KK gravitons included. In the case where we include only the SM contributions for m h = 870 GeV, the figure shows that Re a 0 asymptotes to a negative value very close to −1/2, implying that m h = 870 GeV is very near the largest value of m h for which unitarity is satisfied in W
L scattering in the SM context. If we add in just the radion contributions (for m φ = 500 GeV 6 -the φ resonance is very narrow and is not shown), then a sharp-eyed reader will see (red dashes) that Re a 0 is a bit more negative at the highest √ s plotted, implying earlier violation of unitarity. However, if we now include the full set of KK gravitons, which enter with an increasingly positive contribution, taking m 0 /m P l = 0.01 (dotted blue curve) one is far from violating unitarity due to Re a 0 < −1/2 for √ s values above m h = 870 GeV; instead, the positive KK graviton contributions, which cure the unitarity problem at negative Re a 0 for √ s above m h , cause unitarity to be violated at large √ s, but above Λ, as Re a 0 passes through +1/2. In fact, in the case of a heavy Higgs boson we see that Re a 2 actually violates unitarity earlier than does Re a 0 . However, even using Re a 2 as the criterion, unitarity is first violated for √ s values above the Λ value appropriate to the m 0 /m P l = 0.01 value being considered, but still below Λ NDA . In fact, it is very generally the case that unitarity is not violated at √ s = Λ (which is typically a sizable fraction of Λ NDA ) no matter how small we take m 0 /m P l . However, as we shall see, unitarity can be violated in the vicinity of √ s ∼ m h if m h is large and m 0 /m P l is sufficiently small.
Looking again at the left plot of Fig. 4 , we observe that if m h is increased to 1000 GeV, the purely SM plus radion contributions (long green dashes) show strong unitarity violation at large √ s due to Re a 0 < −1/2. However, if we include the KK gravitons (long dashes and two shorter dashes in magenta), the negative Re a 0 unitarity violation disappears and unitarity is instead violated at higher √ s. Thus, it is the KK gravitons that can easily control whether or not unitarity is violated for √ s < Λ for a given value of m h . As discussed earlier, Λ φ = 5 TeV is actually too low a value for consistency with Tevatron limits at m 0 /m P l = 0.01. Thus, in the right hand plot of Fig. 4 we show Re a 0 and Re a 2 for the case of Λ φ = 10 TeV and m 0 /m P l = 0.05, a parameter set that is allowed by Tevatron KK limits. The heavier Higgs mass is chosen to be 915 GeV in this case. GeV and m h = 870 GeV, taking m φ = 500 GeV and Λ φ = 10 TeV, and for the m0/m P l values indicated on the plot. Curves of a given type become higher as one moves to lower m0/m P l values. We have included all KK resonances with mn < Λ (at all √ s values). Each curve terminates at √ s = ΛNDA, where ΛNDA at a given m0/m P l is as plotted earlier in Fig. 3 . The value of √ s at which a given curve crosses above Re a0 = +1/2 is always slightly above the Λ (plotted in Fig. 3 ) value for the given m0/m P l .
Thus, the Higgs plus vector boson exchange contributions have a large affect on the behavior for Re a 0 (whereas the radion exchange contributions are typically quite small in comparison). Let us consider further cases of m h and m 0 /m P l at fixed m φ = 500 GeV, taking Λ φ = 10 TeV so as to indicate the influence of the KK resonance tower for an Λ φ choice that for some m 0 /m P l values can be consistent with the Tevatron limits summarized earlier. We first consider m h = 120 GeV and m h = 870 GeV. Fig. 6 shows the behavior of the real parts of the a 0,1,2 partial waves as a function of √ s for a series of m 0 /m P l values. For m h = 120 GeV, the behavior of the amplitudes for √ s > 200 GeV is almost the same as in the absence of the Higgs and radion aside from the (very narrow) radion resonance peak. This is to be contrasted with the case of m h = 870 GeV, for which one observes a (very broad) Higgs resonance in Re a 0 , followed by a strong rise (depending on m 0 /m P l ) due to KK graviton exchanges. (For J = 1 and 2 there is no resonance structure associated with the Higgs or radion since scalars do not contribute to a 1,2 in the s-channel.) As we have already noted, in the vicinity of the possible unitarity violation at negative a 0 from the SM plus radion contributions, the KK graviton exchanges give a possibly very relevant positive contribution to Re a 0 .
A further plot for m h = 870 GeV and Λ φ = 10 TeV, but focusing on much smaller values of m 0 /m P l , appears as the left-hand plot of Fig. 7 . Note that for the very small value of m 0 /m P l = 0.0001, unitarity is only just satisfied for √ s ∼ m h and that Re a 0 exceeds +1/2 near √ s ∼ m h for m 0 /m P l < 0.0001. This is a general feature in the case of a heavy Higgs; there is always a lower bound on m 0 /m P l coming purely from unitarity. The right-hand plot of Fig. 7 shows how high we can push the mass of the Higgs boson without violating unitarity. For m h = 1430 GeV, we are just barely consistent with the unitarity limit |Re a 0 | ≤ 1/2 (until large √ s > ∼ Λ) if m 0 /m P l = 0.0018 (and Λ φ = 10 TeV). Any lower value of m 0 /m P l leads to Re a 0 > +1/2 at √ s ∼ m h and any higher value leads to an excursion to Re a 0 < −1/2 at higher √ s values (but still below Λ). As discussed earlier, there are no limits of which we are aware on the m 0 /m P l values considered in Fig. 7 coming from direct production of KK gravitons. For such values, the KK gravitons would have very small masses. An analysis is needed.
In order to actually see the graviton excitations in a 2 requires a much finer scale for the plot. We illustrate for the case of m h = 870 GeV and Λ φ = 10 TeV in Fig. 8 . The small KK resonance structures are apparent. As seen from the figure, the resonant graviton (spin 2) behavior is present only for a 2 : no KK resonances appear in a 1 .
7 The a 2 KK resonance peaks are suppressed by the partial W W width to total width ratio. We have not attempted to determine if the resonances could actually be seen in W
L scattering at the LHC or a future ILC. However, it is important to note that other authors [14] have shown that the resonance masses, cross sections and possibly widths can be measured in Drell-Yan production for instance at the LHC and in many different modes at a future ILC.
In Table II, Finally, we have seen that for a heavy enough Higgs boson mass, there will be a value of m 0 /m P l below which unitarity will be violated due to Re a 0 > +1/2 for √ s ∼ m h . Even for the relatively large value of m h ∼ 870 GeV, the boundary value of m 0 /m P l for Λ φ = 10 TeV is already very small, m 0 /m P l ∼ 0.0001, and this boundary value decreases rapidly as m h is decreased. Such small values are not favored in typical models and might also eventually be ruled out by an appropriate analysis of Tevatron data designed to exclude narrow KK resonances at very low mass.
V. PARAMETER DETERMINATION FROM EXPERIMENT
In this section we summarize how our results might be applicable when future LHC data becomes available. As we have already noted, existing constraints are important in assessing the relevant range of parameters to which we should apply our results.
If the RS model is nature's choice, then the LHC and/or ILC can potentially discover one or more graviton KK states. Their masses, cross sections and widths will provide a lot of information, and, as we shall discuss below, can strongly constrain the model. We will focus on the means for determining m 0 /m P l and Λ φ . (Given these, a determination of the cutoff Λ is possible.) To do so, it is sufficient to determine m 1 and its coupling to SM particles, which, see Eq. (3), is proportional to 1/ Λ W = √ 3/Λ φ . If m 1 and Λ φ are known, then it is possible to determine m 0 /m P l using Eq. (12) .
If the graviton mass is known, then a measurement of the graviton width is one possible way to determine Λ φ . This was illustrated [after including phase space and non-asymptotic terms in Eq. (13)] in Fig. 1 for a selection of possible graviton masses in the range potentially observable at the LHC and/or ILC. Note that if the observed graviton is light, m G < ∼ 200 GeV, or Λ φ is large, the graviton width(s) are very small compared to expected resolutions and cannot be used to extract Λ φ -only a lower bound on Λ φ could be extracted. Once, the mass and width are known, m 0 /m P l can be determined from Eq. (14) if we know which excitation level n the KK resonance corresponds to.
If resolving the graviton resonance shape or determining the excitation index proves problematical, we should consider whether the absolute magnitude of the cross section for graviton production is a useful input. Consider first
It is easy to demonstrate that the peak cross section at s = m 2 n depends only on m n and not separately on Λ φ . Only if one can measure the shape of the cross section in the vicinity of the peak can one obtain the width and thereby determine Λ φ . However, as discussed above and shown in Fig. 1 , for a large section of parameter space where Λ φ is moderate in size and m 0 /m P l is in the preferred range of ∼ 0.01, the graviton width will be much less than a GeV and a) a very fine scan will be needed to even find the graviton and b) sufficiently fine scan steps may not be possible to actually map out the shape of the excitation. It is easier to extract Λ φ at fixed m n from the hadron collider cross section in some given final state, which cross section is proportional to 1/Λ 2 φ at fixed m n . Useful plots for n = 1 appear in [18] (see their Figs. 1, 6-8 and 10-11). For m 0 /m P l = 0.01 (0.05), the γγ final state provides a highly accurate determination of m 1 and 20% accuracy or better for σ(pp → G 1 )BR(G 1 → γγ) for m G < 1500 GeV (< 3000 GeV).
Thus, for a wide range of parameters we will be able to determine both Λ φ and m 0 /m P l with reasonable accuracy once LHC data is available. Given the measured values, we will be able to determine the maximum Higgs mass for which unitarity remains valid for all √ s below the cutoff Λ. This might be useful if the Higgs boson turns out to be significantly heavier than the SM limit derived from unitarity, and therefore not easily seen as a clear resonance structure. Alternatively, if we find a Higgs boson and measure its mass, we will be able to determine a fairly precise value for the energy at which unitarity is violated and graviton interactions at the loop level start to become strong. This scale can be larger than Λ if m h is large and would be the scale at which additional new physics must enter.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed perturbative unitarity for W
L within the Randall-Sundrum theory with two 3-branes and shown that the exchange of massive 4D Kaluza-Klein gravitons leads to amplitudes growing linearly with the CM energy squared. We have found that the gravitational contributions cause a violation of unitarity for √ s below the natural cutoff of the theory, Λ NDA , as estimated using naive dimensional analysis. We have denoted by Λ the maximum √ s such that unitarity is still obeyed when summing graviton exchange contributions for gravitons with mass below Λ. Although Λ < Λ NDA , there is a rough tracking of Λ and Λ NDA in that the ratio Λ/Λ NDA ranges from ∼ 0.6 for small m 0 /m P l to ∼ 0.85 at m 0 /m P l = 1, where m 0 is the curvature of the RS metric and m P l is the usual 4d reduced Planck mass. This means that for a wide range of m 0 /m P l the two criteria are roughly in agreement as to the maximum energy scale for which the RS model will be a valid effective theory.
As we have shown, the KK resonance exchanges substantially modify constraints from unitarity and these modifications can have very important experimental implications. To determine these implications, consistent with the above discussion we sum over all KK gravitons with mass below Λ, regardless of the √ s being considered. First, it is important to note that the two basic RS model parameters Λ φ (Λ Still stronger constraints from unitarity per se can be obtained if one considers the full set of coupled channels (W W , ZZ, hh, . . . ). The complete approach would undoubtedly result in a somewhat smaller value of Λ at a given m 0 /m P l . We have chosen to adopt a somewhat conservative approach by focusing on W L W L → W L W L scattering, which is the most experimentally observable of the channels that will display unitarity violation at large energies.
In discussing unitarity issues for W
, we should note that it is not necessary to consider the effects of the scalar field(s) that are responsible for stabilizing the inter-brane separation at the classical level. While these fields too will have scalar excitations, the fields are normally chosen to be singlets under the SM gauge groups (sample models include those of Refs. [8, 9] ), and will thus have no direct couplings to the W L W L channel. Their effects through mixing with the Higgs and radion can be neglected.
As a final remark, we note that it would be interesting to analyze unitarity constraints from KK graviton exchanges in other theories with extra dimensions, such as the many models with flat extra dimensions. We expect that the inclusion of the KK graviton modes would significantly modify the constraints from unitarity that are already known to arise from other types of KK excitations. For example, in universal extra dimension models it is known that the KK gauge boson excitations can cause unitarity violation if too many are included [19] . Inclusion of the KK graviton excitations could modify the situation.
